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Baldacci, David Redemption – mystery - (book 5 in the Amos Decker series) Detective Amos Decker discovers that a
mistake he made as a rookie detective may have led to deadly consequences.
Bayard, Louis Courting Mr. Lincoln - The page-turning and surprising story of a young Abraham Lincoln and the two
people who loved him best: a sparky, marriageable Mary Todd and Lincoln’s best friend, Joshua Speed.
Beattie, Ann A Wonderful Stroke of Luck - The complicated relationship between a charismatic teacher and his students,
and the secrets we keep from those we love becomes a keenly observed psychological study of a man who alternates
between careful driving and hazardous risk-taking, as he struggles to incorporate his past into the vertiginous present.
Burke, Alafair The Better Sister - When a prominent Manhattan lawyer is murdered, two estranged sisters, one the dead
man's widow, the other his ex, must set aside mistrust and old resentments. But can they escape their past?
Carr, Jack True Believer – (book 2 in the James Reece series) In a follow-up to The Terminal List, former Navy SEAL James
Reece's skill, cunning, and heroism put the US government back in his debt and set him on another path of revenge.
Carr, Robyn The View from Alameda Island - Two people, each on the brink of leaving their marriages, meet by chance
and become friends. They support each other as they each start over again and, despite judgment from family and
friends, their relationship turns to love.
Clark, Mary Higgins Kiss the Girls and Make Them Cry – mystery - Talented journalist Penelope 'Casey' Harrison starts to
research a piece about the #MeToo movement that includes an incident in her own life which she has been trying to put
out of her mind for years. She does not realize that the young man who drugged and assaulted her at a frat house party
in college is now a wealthy, powerful industrialist on the eve of a merger which will make him a billionaire, and who will
do anything, even murder, to cover his tracks.
Cleeton, Chanel When We Left Cuba - The Cuban Revolution took everything from sugar heiress Beatriz. Recruited by the
CIA to infiltrate Castro's inner circle, Beatriz is consumed by her quest for revenge and her desire to reclaim the life.
When everything she has fought for is threatened, she must make a choice, but the wrong move could cost Beatriz
everything, including the man who has stolen her heart.
Dalton, Trent Boy Swallows Universe - A novel of love, crime, magic, fate and a boy's coming of age, set in 1980s
Australia and infused with originality, charm, pathos, and heart. A story of brotherhood, true love, family, and the most
unlikely of friendships, it is the tale of an adolescent boy on the cusp of discovering the man he will be.
Dawson, Delilah S and Kevin Hearne No Country for Old Gnomes – fantasy –War is coming, and it’s gonna be Pell! The
cardigan wearing gnomes against the halflings on their war alpacas! Join Officer Numminen, with his goth cardigans and
aggressive melancholy, as he pulls together a band of lovable misfits and outcasts who are ready to go on a journey to
confront the dastardly villain intent on tearing Pell asunder!
Dickey, Eric Jerome Before We Were Wicked - Ken is twenty one, hurting people for cash to try to pay his way through
college, when he lays eyes on Jimi Lee, the woman who will change the course of his entire life. What's meant to be a
one night stand with the Harvard bound beauty turns into an explosion of sexual chemistry that neither can quit. When
Jimi Lee becomes pregnant, their two very different worlds collide in ways they never could have anticipated.
Elliott, Lexie The Missing Years –mystery - Ailsa Calder has inherited half of a house. The other half belongs to a man
who disappeared without a trace twenty-seven years ago--her father.
Evanovich, Stephanie Under the Table –romance - When Zoey's meets reclusive millionaire Tristan Malloy, she's blown
away by his kitchen, -and charmed by his impeccable gentlemanly manners. But despite his firm body, handsome looks,

and piles of cash, Tristan is shy and more than a little socially awkward. Zoey is sure that Tristan has all the right raw
ingredients, and she's the right person to spice them up turn him into a delectable dish.
Feeney, Alice I Know Who You Are –mystery - When Aimee comes home and discovers her husband is missing she
doesn't seem to know what to do or how to act. The police think she's hiding something and they're right, she is - but
perhaps not what they thought. Aimee has a secret she's never shared, and yet, she suspects that someone knows. As
she struggles to keep her career and sanity intact, her past comes back to haunt her in ways more dangerous than she
could have ever imagined.
Fremantle, Elizabeth The Poison Bed – historical mystery - A marriage. A murder. One of them did it. Which of them will
die for it? In the autumn of 1615, scandal rocks the Jacobean court, when a celebrated couple, Robert and Frances Carr,
are imprisoned on suspicion of murder. The king suspects them both, though it is his secret at stake. Now a man is dead.
And someone must pay with their life. Who is telling the truth? Who has the most to lose? And who is willing to commit
murder?
Garvis-Graves, Tracey The Girl He Used to Know – Annika and Jonathan met in college and began a tumultuous yet
tender love affair that withstands everything except the unforeseen tragedy that forces them apart, shattering their
connection and leaving them to navigate their lives alone. Ten years later fate reunites them and their feelings are
rekindled, but until they confront the fears and anxieties that drove them apart, their second chance will end before it
truly begins.
George, Nina The Book of Dreams - A delightful, offbeat, charming and bittersweet tale about the distance one man will
travel for the sake of love and friendship.
Gingrich, Newt Collusion - When a high ranking Kremlin official with knowledge of a plan to attack the US must be
smuggled out under the nose of a kleptocratic Putin-like Russian president and a ruthless general, Mayberry and Garret
are thrown together to exfiltrate him and preempt a deadly poisonous strike.
Goldberg, Myla Feast Your Eyes - A compelling and wholly original story about a female photographer grappling with
ambition and motherhood, a balancing act familiar to women of every generation.
Golden, Christopher The Pandora Room - When what appears to be the original Pandora's Box is discovered in an
ancient city, neighboring countries fight for ownership and unleash a terrible plague.
Gratton, Tessa Lady Hotspur – fantasy – (Second book in the Queens of Innis Lear series) Inspired by Shakespeare's
Henry IV, Lady Hotspur continues the saga of Innis Lear, centuries later, as revolution, love, and a betrayal corrupt the
descendants of two warring kingdoms.
Gray, Shelley Shepard The Patient One –inspirational – (First book in the Walnut Creek Series) Seven former best friends
reunite and struggle to heal after the tragic death of one of their own in this evocative and heartrending novel.
Gudenkauf, Heather Before She Was Found –mystery - For twelve-year-old Cora Landry and her friends Violet and
Jordyn, it was supposed to be an ordinary sleepover, movies and Ouija and talking about boys. But when they decide to
sneak out to go to the abandoned rail yard on the outskirts of town, little do they know that their innocent games will
have dangerous consequences.
Hall, Parnell Lights! Camera! Puzzles! –mystery – (Book 20 in the Puzzle Lady series) The Puzzle Lady is on the set of a
movie about her own life - and when the first dead body shows up on set, it comes with a crossword puzzle.
Hannon, Irene Driftwood Bay –romance- (Book five in the Hope Harbor series) Bestselling and award-winning author
Irene Hannon invites readers back to the charming seaside town of Hope Harbor, where they are sure to find peace,
healing, and a second chance at happiness.

Harris, C.S. Who Slays the Wicked- historical mystery – (Book 14 in the Sebastian St. Cyr series) The death of a fiendish
nobleman strikes close to home as Sebastian St. Cyr is tasked with finding the killer to save his young cousin from
persecution.
Hepworth, Sally The Mother-in-Law –mystery - A twisty, compelling new novel about one woman's complicated
relationship with her mother-in-law that ends in death
Hillerman, Anne The Tale Teller –mystery – (Book five in the Leaphorn, Chee and Manuelito series) Legendary Navajo
policeman Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn takes center stage in this riveting atmospheric mystery from New York Times
bestselling author Anne Hillerman that combines crime, superstition, and tradition and brings the desert Southwest
vividly alive.
Hillman, Robert The Bookshop of the Broken Hearted - A gorgeously written, tender, and wise novel about love and
forgiveness in 1960s Australia, in which a lonely farmer finds his life turned upside down by the arrival of a vibrant
librarian.
Jackson, Lisa Willing to Die –mystery- (Book eight in the Selena Alvarez and Regan Pescoli Montana to Die series) Dr.
Paul Latham and his wife are found dead. Though Pescoli is on maternity leave, she's soon mired deep in the
investigation headed by her partner, Selena Alvarez. But as the list of suspects keeps growing, so does the body count.
Jance, Judith A. The A List-mystery- (Book 14 in the Alison Reynolds series) Ten years ago, when Ali Reynolds's highprofile newscaster life blew up on the West Coast, she went back home to Sedona, Arizona, to reinvent herself. Now
while she's living her new life, someone from her past comes asking for help. But will revisiting the past jeopardize her
future?
Kelly, Erin Stone Mothers- mystery- Marianne was seventeen when she fled her home – leaving behind a buried body.
Now, thirty years later, forced to return, she can feel the past closing around her. She will do anything to protect the life
she's built, even if it means turning to her worst enemy for help... But Marianne isn't the only one with secrets they'd kill
to keep.
Kelly, Martha Hall Lost Roses (Book two in the Caroline Ferriday series) This story feature’s Caroline's mother, Eliza, and
follows three equally indomitable women from St. Petersburg to Paris under the shadow of World War I.
Kerr, Philip Metropolis (Book 14 in the Bernie Gunther series) A portrait of Bernie Gunther in his twenties: It's 1928 and
Berlin is a city on the edge of chaos, where nothing is truly verboten. But soon a new wave of shockingly violent murders
sweeps up society's most vulnerable, prostitutes and wounded ex-soldiers begging on the streets.
Kingsbury, Karen Two Weeks (Book five in the Baxter series) A new story in the Baxter Family series about a couple
desperately waiting to bring their adopted child home and a young mother about to make the biggest decision of her
life.
Lasdun, James Afternoon of a Faun - Taut, stylish, and psychologically acute, Afternoon of a Faun dramatizes the search
for truth as an accusation of sexual assault plunges a journalist into a series of deepening crises.
Laurens, Stephanie The Pursuits of Lord Kit Cavanaugh – romance- (Book two in the Cavanaugh series) A gentleman of
means and a woman of character become an unstoppable duo against a dastardly villain who threatens the future both
discover they now hold dear.
Lewis, Beverly The Tinderbox-inspirational- When Sylvia’s curiosity leads her to open her father’s locked tinderbox the
secrets that it holds threaten everything from her close knit family to the Amish community they live in, including her
father’s livelihood and her engagement to the preacher’s grandson.

McCall Smith, Alexander The Department of Sensitive Crimes-mystery- (Book one in the detective Varg series) A
lighthearted comedic novel about a Swedish police department tasked with solving the most unusual, complicated, and,
often, insignificant crimes.
McEwan, Ian Machines Like Me – Charlie and Miranda purchase a synthetic human who they design into being a near
perfect human and a love triangle soon forms. They will then confront a moral dilemma regarding what makes us
human?
McKevett, G.A. Bitter Brew-mystery- (Book 24 in the Savannah Reid series) Although P.I. Savannah Reid always has a lot
on her plate, she would drop just about anything for a friend in trouble. But when good intentions pull her into a toxic
murder case, Savannah's days as San Carmelita's most full-figured detective might be running out
McMahon, Jennifer The Invited – A chilling ghost story about a husband and wife who don't simply move into a haunted
house, they start building one from scratch, without knowing it, until it's too late
Michaels, Fern The Godmothers-romance- (Book ten in the Godmothers series) All three of the Godmothers novellas
together for the very first time.
Morgan, Sarah One Summer in Paris –romance- To celebrate their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary, Grace has planned
the surprise of a lifetime for her husband, a romantic getaway to Paris. But she never expected he'd have a surprise of
his own: he wants a divorce. Reeling from the shock but refusing to be broken, a devastated Grace makes the bold
decision to go to Paris alone.
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau Cat Chase the Moon – mystery- (Book 21 in the Joe Grey Series) Feline P. I. Joe Grey and his
friends pounce on three investigations that may connect to one larger mystery - including one case that is very personal.
O’Nan, Stewart Henry, Himself - A member of the greatest generation looks back on the loves and losses of his past and
comes to treasure the present anew.
Palmer, Daniel (DJ) Saving Meghan - Some would say Becky Gerard is a devoted mother and would do anything for her
only child. Others, including her husband Carl, claim she's obsessed and can't stop the vicious circle of finding a cure at
her daughter's expense.
Patterson, James The 18th Abduction-mystery- (Book 18 in the Women’s Murder Club series) Detective Lindsay Boxer's
investigation into the disappearance of three women teachers quickly escalates from missing persons to murder in the
newest Women's Murder Club thriller.
Patterson, James Miracle at St Andrews – (Book 3 in the Travis McKinley) Professional golfer Travis McKinley is in the
place where golf was born, and it is here that he allows the magic of the game to take over.
Perry, Anne Triple Jeopardy-historical mystery- (Book 2 in the Daniel Pitt Mystery series) Young lawyer Daniel Pitt must
defend a British diplomat accused of a theft that may cover up a deadly crime.
Ross, Ann B. Miss Julia Takes the Wheel –mystery- (Book 21 in the Miss Julia series) A delightful new installment to the
series.
Sandford, John Neon Prey-mystery- (Book 29 in the Lucas Davenport series) Davenport is on the trail of a serial
murderer, one who was able to operate for years without notice or suspicion. But there's even more to this killer than
meets the eye.
Sawyer, Kim Vogel A Silken Thread - a tale of a young woman with a heavy burden, the International Cotton Exposition,
and the pursuit of true love.

Schwartz, John Burnham The Red Daughter - Running from her father's brutal legacy, Joseph Stalin's daughter defects to
the United States during the turbulence of the 1960s
Shelton, Paige The Loch Ness Papers-mystery- (Book four in the Scottish bookshop mystery series) Bookseller Delaney
Nichols befriends a Loch Ness monster enthusiast; when he stands accused of murder she'll do whatever it takes to learn
who the killer is - and whether Nessie herself is really lurking in the Scottish waters.
Shipman, Viola The Summer Cottage - Despite the fact Adie Lou Kruger’s facing a broken marriage and empty nest, she
decides to rebuild her life and restore her cottage shingle by shingle, on her terms.
Smith, Wilbur King of Kings – (Book two in the Courtneys & Ballantynes series) An epic story of love, betrayal, courage
and war that brings together two of Wilbur Smith's greatest families in this long-awaited sequel to his worldwide
bestseller, The Triumph of the Sun.
Thompson, Victoria Murder on Trinity Place-historical mystery- (Book 22 in the Gaslight Mysteries series) The devil's in
the details when a man is found murdered near Trinity Church in the latest installment of the national bestselling
Gaslight Mystery series.
Ward, J.R. The Savior –paranormal romance-(Book 17 in the Black Dagger Brotherhood series) A vampire and a
scientist's fates are passionately entwined in a race against time in this thrilling romance.
May:
Alcott, Kathleen America Was Hard to Find - Ecuador, 1969: An American expatriate, Fay Fern, sits in the corner of a
restaurant, she and her young son Wright turned away from the television where Vincent Kahn becomes the first man to
walk on the moon. Years earlier, Fay and Vincent meet at a pilots' bar in the Mojave Desert. Both seemed poised for
reinvention, the married test pilot, Vincent, as an astronaut; the spurned child of privilege, Fay, as an activist. Their
casual affair ends quickly, but its consequences linger.
Andrews, Mary Kay Sunset Beach –romance - When Drue's absentee father unexpectedly offers her a job at his law firm,
she doesn't know whether to be grateful or resentful. She grudgingly accepts the job, but when her attention is caught
by a suspicious murder case, Drue finds herself entangled in a decades-old mystery.
Barenbaum, Rachel A Bend in the Stars - a heart-pounding journey across WWI-era Russia, about an ambitious young
doctor and her scientist brother in a race against Einstein to solve one of the greatest mysteries of the universe.
Bauermeister, Erica The Scent Keeper - a moving and evocative coming-of-age novel about childhood stories, family’s
lost and found, and how a fragrance conjures memories capable of shaping the course of our lives.
Benjamin, Melanie Mistress of the Ritz - A captivating novel based on the story of the extraordinary real-life American
woman who secretly worked for the French Resistance during World War II - while playing hostess to the invading
Germans at the iconic Hotel Ritz in Paris.
Berman, Mandy The Learning Curve - A love triangle among two college friends and a charismatic professor alters the
lives of everyone.
Blake, Sarah The Guest Book - Kitty and Ogden Milton appear to have everything. But after a tragedy befalls them,
Ogden tries to bring Kitty back to life by purchasing an island in Maine. That island, and its house, come to define and
burnish the Milton family, year after year after year. And it is there that Kitty issues a refusal that will haunt her till the
day she dies.
Brandman, Michael Wild Card – mystery – (Book 3 in the Buddy Steel Mystery Series) Acting Sheriff Buddy Steel takes on
a Russian Billionaire, the local politicos, and a serial killer with his unconventional and meticulously obtuse methodology.

Brenner, Jamie Drawing Home – The passage of a famous local author pits Sag Harbor resident Emma Mapson against
his friend and art patron, Bea Winstead, in a battle for his house, and a future that challenges everything they believe.
Briggs, Patricia Storm Cursed –science fiction - (Book 11 in the Mercy Thompson series) Mercy Thompson must face a
deadly enemy to defend all she loves. The reality is that nothing and no one is safe. As generals and politicians face off
with the Gray Lords of the fae, a storm is coming and her name is Death.
Brooks, Terry The Stiehl Assassin –fantasy – (Book 3 in the Fall of Shannara series) The Skaar victory is not a foregone
conclusion as Druid Drisker Arc and Paranor are freed from their involuntary exile, and if they can survive the Druid who
betrayed them they might stand a chance of defeating the Skaar.
Brown, Dale The Kremlin Strike – (Book 23 in the Patrick McLanahan Series) The previous administration's ineffective
response to the Russian threat has left America vulnerable. Setting a bold course for America's defense, strong new
president, John Dalton Farrell, intends to challenge Russian aggression head on. Brad and Patrick McLanahan and the
formidable Iron Wolf Squadron, are ready and eager to join the battle.
Camp, Bryan Gather the Fortunes –fantasy – (Book 2 in the Crescent City series) Someone has cheated Death and it is up
to Renaissance Raines to find them and show them there are scarier things than death, and she is one of them.
Casares, Oscar Where We Come From – A story about a Mexican American family in Brownsville, Texas, who reluctantly
becomes involved in smuggling immigrants into the United States.
Chiaverini, Jennifer Resistance Women - After Wisconsin graduate student Mildred Fish marries brilliant German
economist Arvid Harnack, she accompanies him to his German homeland. In 1930s Berlin, the newlyweds create a rich
new life filled with love, friendships, and rewarding work, but the rise of a malevolent new political faction inexorably
changes their fate. As Hitler seizes power, Mildred, Arvid, and their friends resolve to resist. Mildred and her friends
gathers intelligence for her American contacts, including Martha Dodd, the daughter of the US ambassador.
Clark, Tracy Borrowed Time –mystery - (Book 2 in the Chicago Mystery Series) Cassandra Raines, the former Chicago cop
turned private investigator looks into a suspicious death as a favor to a friend - and makes some powerful enemies .
Cleveland, Karen Keep You Close - A woman must confront her sense of right and wrong when the one person she loves
most is accused of an unimaginable crime.
Cohen, Leah Hager Strangers and Cousins - A novel about what happens when an already sprawling family hosts an even
larger and more chaotic wedding: an entertaining story about family, culture, memory, and community.
Cobbs, Elizabeth The Tubman Command - an impeccably researched historical novel that brings to light the bravery and
brilliance of American icon Harriet Tubman.
Correa, Armando Lucas The Daughter’s Tale - Based on true events, The Daughter's Tale chronicles one of the most
harrowing atrocities perpetrated by the Nazis during World War II. Heartbreaking and immersive, it is a beautifully
crafted family saga of love, survival, and redemption.
Darke, Minnie Star-crossed - When Justine Carmichael (Sagittarius, aspiring journalist and sceptic) bumps into her
teenage crush Nick Jordan (Aquarius, struggling actor and true believer) it could be by chance. Or it could be written in
the stars.
Deaver, Jeffery The Never Game – mystery – (Book one in the Colter Shaw series) Colter Shaw makes a living as a
“reward seeker”, traveling the country to help police solve crimes and private citizens locate missing persons. But what
seems a simple investigation quickly thrusts him into the dark heart of America's tech hub and the cutthroat billiondollar video-gaming industry.

Evanovich, Janet The Big Kahuna –mystery- (Book 6 in the O’Hare and Fox Series) FBI Agent Kate O'Hare plays by the
rules. Charming con man Nicholas Fox makes them up as he goes along. They're working together to tackle the out-ofbounds cases ordinary FBI agents can't touch.
Evans, Richard Paul The Road Home –(Book 3 in the Broken Road Series) Chicago celebrity and pitchman Charles James is
supposed to be dead in a fiery plane crash, a flight he narrowly missed. But thanks to that remarkable twist of fate, he's
very much alive and ready for a second chance at life and love. Escaping death has brought Charles some clarity: the
money, the fame, the expensive cars; none of it brought him true joy or peace. The last time he was truly happy was
when he was married to his ex-wife Monica, before their relationship was destroyed by his ambition and greed, which
involved bilking people out of thousands of dollars through pyramid schemes.
Friis, Agnete The Summer of Ellen –mystery- Answering a call from his great uncle Anton, Jacob is asked to answer the
question that has haunted them both for decades: What happened to Ellen? In his attempt to answer this question
Jacob discovers that the tragedies that have haunted him for over forty years were not what they seemed.
Griffiths, Elly The Stone Circle-mystery- (Book 11 in the Ruth Galloway Mystery series) DCI Nelson has been receiving
threatening letters. They are anonymous, yet reminiscent of ones he has received in the past, about a case that’s
haunted him for years. But the author of those letters is dead. Or is he?
Hagberg, David First Kill – (Book 24 in the Kirk McGarvey series) It is the beginning of Kirk McGarvey’s career as a CIA
black ops officer. His 1st assignment: assassinate a Chilean general known as the Butcher of Valparaiso. Valparaiso
knows he is coming, and someone in Washington wants him to fail.
Haines, Carolyn Games of Bones-mystery- (Book 20 in the Sarah Booth Delaney series) Something spooky is going on in
the Mississippi Delta, and though Sarah Booth isn't sure who to trust, or what to believe, she knows she won't rest until
she's dug up the truth.
Harper, Karen Dark Storm- (Book 6 in the South Shore Series) Nothing could prepare Claire Markwood for her sister,
going missing. Claire and her husband, Nick, find the deeper they dig, the more they dredge up old family secrets, and
they find that some secrets are deadly.
Harris, Thomas Cari Mora - From the creator of Hannibal Lecter and The Silence of the Lambs comes a story of evil,
greed and the consequences of dark obsession.
Hoang, Helen The Bride Test-romance – (Book 2 in the Kiss Quotient series) Khai Diep’s has no feelings due to his autism.
When his mother goes to Vietnam and returns with the perfect bride, he is forced to understand he’s been wrong all
along.
Housewright, David Dead Man’s Mistress-mystery – (Book 16 in the McKenzie series) An investigation of missing
property takes a darker turn near Lake Superior
Hunter, Denise Summer by the Tides –When her grandmother goes missing Maddy Monroe and her estranged sisters
must find a way to accept each other for the women they’ve become before the bitterness of the past destroys their
hope for a future.
Knott, Robert Robert B. Parker’s Buckskin-western- (Book 6 in the Cole & Hitch Series) Lawmen Virgil Cole and Everett
Hitch must prevent all-out war between rival factions in the latest adventure in the New York Times-bestselling series.
Koontz, Dean The Night Window – (Book 5 in the Jane Hawk Series) At first, only Jane stood against the 'Arcadian'
conspirators, but slowly others have emerged to stand with her. Now, in a climactic showdown, Jane will require all her
resources as she confronts those at the center of power.

Koryta, Michael If She Wakes –mystery- Tara is trapped in her own body after an accident, aware but unable to move.
Abby is the insurance investigator assigned to the case, and she can tell there is more to the accident. As she
investigates things quickly escalate with Abby running from a hit man on her heels.
Lee, Patrick Dark Site (Book 3 in the Sam Dryden Series) Sam Dryden comes under attack from unknown forces as an
unremembered episode from his past threatens more than just his life.
Logan, Kyle The Scent of Murder –mystery- (Book 1 in the Jazz Ramsey Series) A riveting mystery following Jazz Ramsey
as she trains cadaver dogs.
McGuire, Seanan Middlegame-fantasy- A stand alone novel of alchemy, shadow organizations and impossible cities.
Michaels, Fern Hotshot- romance- (Book 5 in the Men of the Sisterhood Series) When lawyer Lizzie Fox's husband,
Cosmo Cricket, is left critically injured after being shot by an unknown assailant, the men of BOLO Consultants head
straight for Las Vegas to comfort Lizzie - and to uncover a dangerous enemy in the City of Sin.
Miller, Linda Lael The Yankee Widow - Gifted storyteller Linda Lael Miller explores the complexities and heartbreak that
families experienced as men took up arms to preserve the nation and defend their way of life.
Page, Katherine Hall The Body in the Wake – mystery – (Book 25 in the Faith Fairchild Series) Amateur detective and
caterer Faith Fairchild is at her Penobscot Bay, Maine cottage preparing for a summer wedding, when she stumbles
across another body.
Pavone, Chris The Paris Diversion – (Book 2 in the Expats Series) Kate Moore is back in a pulse-pounding thriller to
discover that a massive terror attack across Paris is not what it seems – and that it involves her family
Quick, Amanda Tight Rope – (Book 3 in the Burning Cove, California Series) An unconventional woman and a man
shrouded in mystery walk a tightrope of desire as they race against a killer to find a top secret invention before it’s too
late.
Steel, Danielle Blessing in Disguise -One of her most memorable characters comes to terms with unfinished business and
long-buried truths as the mother of three very different daughters with three singular fathers.
Weir, Alison Anna of Kleve –(Book 4 in the Six Tudor Queen Series) A fresh and astonishing look at this remarkable royal
marriage by describing it from the point of view of Queen Anna, a young woman with hopes and dreams of her own.
White, Kate Such a Perfect Wife –mystery – (Book 8 in the Bailey Weggins Series) Bailey is reporting on a seemingly
straightforward missing-wife story when she realizes she might be covering the work of a diabolical serial killer-and that
her own life could be in peril.
June:
Albert, Susan Wittig A Plain Vanilla Murder –mystery- (Book 27 in the China Bayles Series) A flavorful blend of mystery
and herb lore, present sins and past secrets, and characters who are as real as your next-door neighbors
Armstrong, Kelley Wherever She Goes – Even though no one else believes her, even if no one can even find the mother,
even though there is no missing child report Aubrey knows she saw a child being abducted from the park, and that it is
now up to her to find him.
Atherton, Nancy Aunt Dimity and the Heart of Gold-cozy mystery- (Book 24 in the Aunt Dimity Series) A dreary Christmas
leads to hidden treasure and new friendships

Atkinson, Kate Big Sky-mystery- (Book 5 in the Jackson Brodie Series) Jackson Brodie has relocated to a new town, but
there's something dark behind the scenes. Old secrets and new lies intersect in this breathtaking novel.
Berenson, Laurien Bite Club – cozy mystery – (Book 23 in the Melanie Travis Series) Melanie Travis's new book club
caters to readers craving fiction - with bite! But when a real-life murder case bares its fangs, she'll need to swap dogeared novels for a lengthy suspect list.
Billingham, Mark Their Little Secret-mystery- (Book 16 in the Tom Thorne Series) Sarah thinks of herself as a normal
single mum. It's what she wants others to think of her. But the truth is she needs something new, something thrilling.
Meanwhile, DI Tom Thorne is investigating a woman's suicide, convinced she was driven to do it by a man who preys on
vulnerable women. A man who is about to change Sarah's life.
Black, Cara Murder in Bel-Air –mystery – (Book 19 in the Aimee Leduc Series) Private investigator, Aimee Leduc, is in a
dangerous web of international spy craft, post-colonial Franco-African politics, and neighborhood secrets in Paris's 12th
arrondissement.
Brown, Rita Mae Whiskers in the Dark- mystery- (Book 28 n the Mrs. Murphy Series) Death stalks the Blue Ridge
Mountains as a centuries-old mystery resurfaces and murder mars the lead-up to an annual beagle competition.
Candlish, Louise Those People – Could you hate your neighbor enough to kill him? Well someone did, but when the
police go asking questions everyone said it was Darren Booth, but there’s a problem. The police don’t agree with them.
Card, Orson Scott The Hive –science fiction- (Book 2 in the Second Formic War Series) Card and Johnston continue the
fast-paced hard science-fiction history of the Formic Wars - the alien invasions of Earth's solar system that ultimately led
to Ender Wiggin's total victory in Ender's Game.
Carlisle, Kate The Book Supremacy – cozy mystery- (Book 13 in the Bibliophile Mystery Series) San Francisco bookrestoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright investigates a mysterious spy novel linked to a string of murders
Colgan, Jenny The Booshop on the Shore - A grand baronial house on Loch Ness, a quirky small-town bookseller, and a
single mom looking for a fresh start all come together in this witty and warm-hearted novel.
Crais, Robert A Dangerous Man –mystery- (Book 7 in the Elvis Cole and Joe Pike Series) When Joe rescues Izzy from two
abductors, he wasn’t prepared to be suspected of their murder, and he has to call on Cole to help solve the case.
Crouch, Blake Recursion -Barry Sutton is driving home when a call comes in. A woman's threatening to commit suicide,
and he has to try to talk her down. Only as he stands mere inches away, does he realize that the woman has False
Memory Syndrome, a mysterious disease that drives its victims mad. When Barry is unable to save her, he investigates
the mystery and finds himself on an astonishing and terrifying journey, ultimately revealing a plot that could bring about
the end of reality.
Cussler, Clive The Oracle – (Book 11 in the Fargo Adventure series) The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of Sam
and Remi Fargo return in a new adventure as they search for an ancient scroll which carries a deadly curse.
Ellroy, James This Storm –mystery – (Book 2 in the Second L.A. Quartet Series) A brilliant historical crime novel, a pulsepounding, as-it-happens narrative that unfolds in Los Angeles and Mexico in the wake in Pearl Harbor.
Feehan, Christine Shadow Warrior –romance- (Book 4 in the Shadow Series) Danger inspires fierce passion when a serial
killer threatens Chicago's Ferraro crime family.
Foster, Lori Sisters of Summer’s End - Joy is a wealthy single mom who's estranged from her family and Maris grew up
with unconditional love from her family and little else. This summer, Joy and Maris will find the family they've always
longed for in one another, and love where they least expect it.

Freeman, Dianne A Lady’s Guide to Gossip and Murder-mystery- (Book 2 in the Countess of Harleigh Mystery Series)
How far will someone go to protect a secret – the Countess is about to find out in this witty and delightful adventure.
Gailey, Sarah Magic for Liars – fantasy- When a gruesome murder occurs at the Osthorne Academy of Young Mages
where her twin sister works, Ivy Gamble will have to find the murderer and reclaim her sister, without losing herself.
Gear, W. Michael & Kathleen O’Neal Star Path: People of Cahokia – (Book 18 in the North America’s Forgotten Past
Series) Star Path is an evocative tale about America's greatest pre-Columbian city.
Gilbert, Elizabeth City of Girls – A delicious novel of glamour, sex, and adventure, about a young woman discovering that
you don't have to be a good girl to be a good person.
Ginder, Grant Honestly, We Meant Well - The Wright family is in ruins. Sue Ellen Wright has what she thinks is a close-toperfect life and then disaster strikes. Her husband is cheating, and her son has made a complete mess of his life. When a
chance to go to Greece for a month presents itself she jumps at the chance, hoping her past will provide the key to her
family's salvation.
Goldberg, Leonard The Disappearance of Alistair Ainsworth –mystery – (Book 3 in the Daughter of Sherlock Holmes
Series) Holmes' daughter faces a new unsolvable mystery with spies and a threat to the crown.
Goldman, Matt The Shallows-mystery- (Book 3 in the Nils Shapiro Series) Business is booming for PI Nils, but someone
doesn’t want him to know what happened to lawyer Todd Rabinowitz, and they won’t stop until Nils is silenced as well.
Green, Jane The Friends We Keep – Evvie, Maggie, and Topher were best friends in college, but now on their 30th reunion
they have lost touch not only with each other, but with the people they wanted to become. They now have a 2nd chance
at happiness, until a dark secret threatens to change everything.
Hilderbrand, Elin Summer of ’69 - Four siblings experience the drama, intrigue, and upheaval of a summer when
everything changed.
Howe, Katherine The Daughters of Temperance Hobbs - A bewitching story of a New England history professor who must
race against time to free her family from a curse.
Jackson, Lisa Paranoid –mystery- A new novel of nerve-jangling suspense as a woman haunted by guilt realizes that
nothing can be trusted - not even her own memory .
Jones, Sadie The Snakes – When newlyweds Bea and Dan visit her brother Alex in France they get a surprise visit from
Bea’s parents, who Dan has never met. When tragedy strikes suddenly, the family is stripped back to its rotten core, and
even Bea with all her strength and goodness can't escape.
Kate, Lauren The Orphan’s Song - A sweeping love story about family and music--and the secrets each hold--that follows
the intertwined fates of two Venetian orphans.
Kwok, Jean Searching for Sylvie Lee A deeply moving story of family, secrets, identity, and longing, Searching for Sylvie
Lee is both a gripping page-turner and a sensitive portrait of an immigrant family.
MacKin, Jeanne The Last Collection - A novel of Elsa Schiaparelli and Coco Chanel. An American woman becomes
entangled in the intense rivalry between the iconic fashion designers.
Mackintosh, Clare After the End - Max and Pip are the strongest couple you know. Only now they're facing the most
important decision of their lives - and they don't agree. As the consequences of an impossible choice threaten to
devastate them both, nothing will ever be the same again.

Maden, Mike Tom Clancy: Enemy Contact – (Book 13 in the Jack Ryan, Jr. Series) When an elite team of counter-terror
commandos is slaughtered it is up to Jack, and Polish agent Liliana Zaleski, to wend their way through a tangled web of
corruption and danger.
Mallery, Susan The Summer of Sunshine & Margot – romance - The Baxter sisters come from a long line of women with
disastrous luck in love. But this summer, Sunshine and Margot will turn disasters into destiny.
Miranda, Megan The House Guest – mystery - A suspenseful new novel about an idyllic town in Maine dealing with the
suspicious death of one of their own - and her best "summer" friend, who is trying to uncover the truth...before fingers
point her way.
Monroe, Mary Alice The Summer Guests - a suspenseful new novel about an idyllic town in Maine dealing with the
suspicious death of one of their own - and her best "summer" friend, who is trying to uncover the truth...before fingers
point her way.
Moore, Meg Mitchell The Islanders - Three strangers, one island, and a season packed with unexpected romance, wellmeaning lies, and damaging secrets.
Oates, Joyce Carol My Life as a Rat -A brilliant and thought-provoking novel about family, loyalty and betrayal -exploring
racism, misogyny, community, family, loyalty, sexuality and identity, this is a dark story with a tense and propulsive
atmosphere
Patterson, James & David Ellis Unsolved-mystery- (Book 2 in the Invisible Series) FBI researcher Emma Dockery is back
with a vengeance. Obsessed with finding a link between a string of deaths across several different states, can she catch
this killer before her name ends up on his list?
Peterson, Tracie Wherever You Go-(Book 2 in the Brookstone Brides Series) Mary Reichert, sharpshooter in the
Brookstone Wild West Extravaganza, is searching for the man who killer her brother. Christopher Williams is the
journalist irresistibly drawn to Mary, but getting close could bring his past to light, and could Mary love him then?
Reardon, Bryan The Perfect Plan - A tense, twisting story about two brothers locked together in a dangerous game - and
an unforgettable tale of a family's dark secrets.
Ricciardi, David Rogue Strike – (Book 1 in the Jake Keller Thriller Series) Jake Keller finds himself in a familiar position - on
the run for his life and desperate to find the shadowy figures behind a global conspiracy.
Richards, Emilie A Family of Strangers –Ryan Gracey is surprised when her perfect sister Wendy calls begging for help.
There has been a murder and Wendy may be wrongfully accused. Blood may be thicker than water, but each clue
reveals her sister to be more of a stranger than she ever knew.
Shalvis, Jill The Lemon Sisters-romance- (Book 3 in the Wildstone Series) Two completely opposite sisters - who are still
nursing wounds from the past - realize they need each other more than they think.
Singh, Nalini Wolf Rain-romance- (Book 3 in the Psy-Changeling Trinity Series) The Silence fixed nothing, just hid the
problems and now it is up to an empath, attuned to monsters , to charm a wolf into loving her despite his own demons
to keep their race from going extinct.
Smith, Dominic The Electric Hotel - A radiant novel tracing the intertwined fates of a silent-film director and his muse.
Steel, Danielle Lost and Found - What might have been? This tantalizing question propels a woman on a cross-country
adventure to reunite with the men she had loved and let go.

Stephenson, Neal Fall – science fiction - When gaming billionaire Richard 'Dodge' Forthrast is pronounced brain dead
following a routine medical procedure, his family and close friends are left stunned, devastated, and forced to make
difficult decisions.
Thor, Brad Backlash – (Book 18 in the Scot Harvath Series) Two days ago Scot Harvath was crossed. Now he is
surrounded far from home and must battle his way out. It will take everything he has to survive – but he wants
more…he wants revenge!
Walker, Martin The Body in the Castle Well-mystery- (Book 12 in the Bruno, Chief of Police Investigation Series) A
missing art student. An international investigation. A secret that will shatter the village of St Denis. Bruno, chief of police,
faces a dark reckoning with France's past in this gripping mystery.
Weiner, Jennifer Mrs. Everything - A smart, thoughtful, and timely exploration of two sisters' lives from the 1950s to the
present as they struggle to find their places - and be true to themselves - in a rapidly evolving world.
Willig, Lauren The Summer Country - A sweeping Victorian epic of lost love, lies, jealousy, and rebellion set in colonial
Barbados.
Winfrey, Kerry Waiting for Tom Hanks- A rom-com-obsessed romantic waiting for her perfect leading man learns that
life doesn't always go according to a script in this delightfully charming and funny novel.
Woods, Stuart & Parnell Hall Skin Game –mystery-(Book 3 in the Teddy Fay Series) Under the beautiful veneer of the City
of Lights, true villainy lurks in the shadows...and Teddy Fay alone can prevent the impending disaster.

